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1. Introduction





<Fig .1> The converter for the hybrid switched reluctance
motor. The MOSFET are Fairchild FCH20N60 and the
















<Fig .2> The structure of the hybrid switched reluctance
motor (HSRM). Six permanent magnets increase the flux
density in the airgap.
<Table .1> Motor dimensions









Aligned flux linkage curve
Unaligned flux linkage curve
<Fig .3> The flux linkage profile for a switched reluctance
motor. The area () is equivalent to the energy
converted from electrical to mechanical form.
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<Fig .4> The flux linkage profile for the hybrid switched
reluctance motor. The full line shows the phase flux
linkage when the rotor is aligned with the two reluctance
poles. The dotted line shows the unaligned flux linkage.
Notice that both curves start with a negative flux linkage








        










<Fig .5> The torque profile for the hybrid switched
reluctance motor. The full line shows the combined torque
with current in the phase at 4A. The dotted line shows the






<Fig .6> The proportional controller has a saturation that
limits the output to the range between -1 and 1. An ouput
voltage of -1, means that both transistors are off for a full
switching period. An ouput voltage of 1, means that both
transistors are on for a full switching period.
2.3 Efficiency test method








Power Needed to Drive Fan
<Fig .7> The power loss due to a fan is measured using a
500W DC-motor. The DC-motor input power is measured
both loaded with the fan and unloaded.. Compensating for
the extra copper losses, the output power to the fan is
calculated. The extra core losses due to the fan is not





<Fig 8> The prototype motor used in the tests.
2.4.1 Induction motor test
<Table .2> Efficiency of induction motor (IM) combined
with thyristor based controller. The speed of the motor is
2600 RPM, when supplied with 50 Hz, 230V. The input
power measurement is done using a Yokogawa WT3000.
2.4.2 HSRM efficiency test
<Fig .9> The phase current for the HSRM, with the turn-off
angle advanced 15 degrees.










Efficiency vs. Turn-off Angle at 220V
Relative change in turn off angle
<Fig .10> The turn off angle at 3000 RPM is moved relatve
to the zero speed optimal turn and turn off angles found
from Fig .5. The DC-link voltage is kept at 220V. The
angle advance has nearly a plateau from 15 degrees and
onwards.





















<Fig .11> To evaluate the peak efficiency, the turn off
angle is kept advanced at +14 degrees. The turn on angle
is advanced up to 6 degrees and delayed up to 2 degrees.
The motor was also measured with 80V, but the motor
could not achieve 3000 RPM with any angle. Similarly
some points are missing from the graph, since the motor
could not achieve 3000 RPM.
2.4.3 Inverter efficiency test
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